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DOWN IN THE BLUE
From the surface to the abyss:

a browsable underwater journey

Gianumberto Accinelli,
Giulia Zaffaroni

TEMPORARY COVER

A DIVING EXPERIENCE IN A BOOK:
NOW JUST CLOSE YOUR MOUTH,
HOLD YOUR BREATH AND IMMERSE
YOURSELF IN THE WONDER

market

. Sea and ocean lovers
. Animal lovers
. Curious and passionate of knowing
strange facts and curiosities
. Lovers of science
. Children, teachers and anybody involved
in educational activities
. People caring for our planet and evnviroment

key selling points

. Metric depth scale along each page
. Vertical browsing
. Captivating and clear narration
. Wonderful illustrations
. Light blue to dark black colour
scale through pages
. Colour journey during the deep sea diving:
page after page from light blue to dark black

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback (vertical binding)

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / sea / nature

enviroment
wordcount

8.5 k words

RIGHTS: WORLD

book

A book about the sea unlike any other, starting with its VERTICAL
format, for a reading experience unlike any other: a real deep dive,
going down, down, down... page after page. To peek at marine life
at various levels, of course, but also to experience an extraordinary
enchantment as you go through the mystery of thousands of possible
shades of blue, or the complete absence of light. From the crystal
light blue of the surface to deep black: what have we found in the
sea and its depths? An ocean of bizarre creatures and a world of
wonders that we have collected, drawn and described in this book.
An absolutely free selection of species told without encyclopaedic
pretension, deliberately chosen instead, with their respective
peculiarities, to punctuate the underwater descent. So it should
come as no surprise to meet the first Polar Bear (yes, that's right!) or
to come across vast uninhabited spaces: Umberto Accinelli signs an
unexpected book on the interconnection of living organisms, with a
powerful ecological message to remind us that if we preserve the blue
of the sea, we also preserve the green of the meadow and the blue of the sky.

author-illustrator information

Gianumberto Accinelli, entomologist and writer,
transmits his passion for nature into econarrative
projects. His interlocutors are schools, companies,
associations and anyone who wants to talk about
nature. He has written numerous books, including
La meravigliosa vita delle farfalle, La meravigliosa vita
delle api and I fili invisibili della natura (winner of
the Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis 2018). He loves
telling nature stories on the radio: every Thursday
morning he joins Radio Deejay’s program Il volo del
mattino and every morning he is live on Rai Radio 2
in the program Ovunque 6. He’s selected by “Corriere
della Sera” as one of the twenty people who are
changing Italy.
Giulia Zaffaroni lives and works in Milan. She
is a colourist and illustrator for publishing houses,
associations and privates. She experiments with
creative, artistic and drawing paths for children,
proposes projects of image education and reading
of illustrated books, at home and in bookshops and
libraries. She teaches art history in secondary schools.

B IS FOR BRAIN
Neuroscience for curious children

TEMPORARY COVER

Marcello Turconi
Allegra Agliardi

market

book

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. students, passionates of sciences
and human body

Perhaps not everyone knows that there is a priceless treasure
hidden inside the head of each of us... In fact, right inside the head
(under the hair, the skin and the bones that form the skull) there is
an organ little bigger than a large orange, but which is extremely
important, indeed it is undoubtedly the most important organ in
our entire body: we are talking about the brain!

key selling points

A journey to discover this fascinating and fundamental organ of
the human body, responsible for everything that happens to us:
from movement to sensory perceptions, from emotions to social
relations, from memory to learning...
Thanks to Allegra Agliardi's extraordinary illustrations and
Marcello Turconi's simple and amusing language, the book
brings to life a surprising "city" to explore, with its inhabitants, its
structures and its functioning.

. very special illustrations
. easy and fascinating representation
of scientific facts and human body
. simple and entertaining language
. small quizzes and questions for the reader

size

23 x 27 cm

extent
format

48 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / Science / Human body

wordcount

5.8 k words

RIGHTS: WORLD

author-illustrator information

Marcello Turconi has a PhD in Neuroscience, is a populariser and science consultant (Master in Science Communication
SISSA Trieste) and regularly writes for various online and print publications and holds courses in primary and secondary
schools. He lives and works in Trieste.
Allegra Agliardi lives and works in Milan. Illustrator and graphic designer, since 2001 she has been publishing and
collaborating with various publishing houses, magazines and Italian and foreign newspapers; among her collaborations
are some of the biggest names in publishing (Feltrinelli Kids, Didier Jeunesse, Mondadori Electa, Giralangolo, Nord-Sud,
Terre di Mezzo, Gallimard Jeunesse...); she holds drawing workshops for both adults and children, especially abroad; in
2009 she won the prize as young illustrator of the year at the Festival dell'Illustrazione in Pavia.
More on www.helloallegra.it

THE TRUE STORY
OF THE 25 SANTAS
Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel
THE TRUTH BEHIND SANTA FINALLY
REVEALED!
market

. children (3+) and their families
. people loving funny stories
. lovers of Christmas and Christmas books
. people looking for stories with new characters
key selling points

. a story by Book on a Tree - Art direction
by Davide Calì
. funny story
. a different Christmas story with a nice
protagonist and a little dog
. a pop into fairy tales world
book

author-illustrator information

Are you sure you know the real story of Santa
Claus? What if in the past there were more than just
one Santa? With this special book and its fantastic
illustrations you’ll discover that once there were
even 25 Santas!!! But, day by day... One was too
fat, the other was too thin, one suffered too much
for the cold, one was captured by police, one other
decided to substitute reindeers with penguins... so
just one was left and become the official Santa Claus,
the right one! A funny and different Christmas
story with stunning illustration will lead children
and families allover the world to daydream about
the most beloved Christmas character.

Annamaria Soldera inherited her family’s passion for stories.
Those written in big colourful books, those whispered in the big
bed, those playful ones to be told in the middle of the meadows…
For her, stories have become so important that she has started
looking for them all over the world. She listened to them, read
them and, as soon as she could, sha’s started telling them in books.
This is her first book.

size

21 x 27 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Christmas

RIGHTS: WORLD

Yvonne Campedel was born in 1992 in Recanati, a small town
near the sea. When she was a little girl she couldn’t decide whether
to become a dog trainer, a chimney sweep or an illustrator... In
2014 she graduated in Graphic Design
and
in 2016 she obtained a Master in Graphic
Design and Editorial Illustration.
Her first three illustrated books
(Buongiorno e Buonanotte, Un cucciolo è
nato! and Back to front) were published
in 2017 by Clementoni. During 2019
she has published Knights V Dinosaurs
(Bloomsbury) and in 2020 Stop Tim!
(OUP Oxford). Legend has it that she
now lives in the countryside, in a house
with a fireplace, spending half of the day
drawing and the other half training her
dogs.

BEFANA’S SHOES
Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel
A christmas journey in the fairy
tales world with a nice old lady
and her little dog

market

. children (3+) and their families
. people loving funny stories
. lovers of Christmas and Christmas books
. people looking for stories with new characters

key selling points

. a story by Book on a Tree - Art direction
by Davide Calì
. funny story
. a different Christmas story with a nice
protagonist and a little dog
. a pop into fairy tales world

size

21 x 27 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Christmas

RIGHTS: WORLD

book

author-illustrator information

On the night of Epiphany, many large socks hanging from the
city’s fireplaces wait for Befana, flying from house to house on her
broom, to fill them with sweets (or coal, if the children have been
bad!). But this year, just before leaving, something went wrong
and the nice old lady found herself without her precious shoes. So
here she is running into the world of fairy tales looking for new
ones: from Cinderella to the Puss in Boots, from the Wizard of Oz
to Silver Skates... unfortunately, none is good for her. So will she
be able to manage the situation and to deliver everything to all
the waiting children?

Annamaria Soldera inherited her family’s passion for stories. Those written in big colourful books, those whispered in
the big bed, those playful ones to be told in the middle of the meadows…For her, stories have become so important that
she has started looking for them all over the world. She listened to them, read them and, as soon as she could, sha’s started
telling them in books. Her first book with Nomos is The real story of the 25 Santas.
Yvonne Campedel was born in 1992 in Recanati, a small town near the sea. When she was a little girl she couldn’t
decide whether to become a dog trainer, a chimney sweep or an illustrator... In 2014 she graduated in Graphic Design and
in 2016 she obtained a Master in Graphic Design and Editorial Illustration. Her first three illustrated books (Buongiorno
e Buonanotte, Un cucciolo è nato! and Back to front) were published in 2017 by Clementoni. During 2019 she has published
Knights V Dinosaurs (Bloomsbury) and in 2020 Stop Tim! (OUP Oxford). Legend has it that she now lives in the countryside,
in a house with a fireplace, spending half of the day drawing and the other half training her dogs.

VIOLA AND THE MOON

author-illustrator information

Angelo Mozzillo was born in Naples in 1988 and
lives in Milan. He is a collector of stories: he always
likes to discover new ones and, when he doesn’t find
them, he invents them. He shuffles and reorders
words like a deck of cards: he makes stories, scripts,
reportages and nursery rhymes. He has published
Abita qui Mimì? (VerbaVolant, 2018), Quanto è
piccolo il mondo (VerbaVolant, 2019), Il Natale
dell’Orco Narice (Academia Universa Press, 2019),
Io sono foglia (Bacchilega, 2020).

Angelo Mozzillo
Roberta Terracchio
A little girl, her special grandparents
and the moon
market

. children (3+) and their families
. grandparents
. people loving sweet stories
. lovers of moon and sky

key selling points

. a story by Book on a Tree - Art direction
by Davide Calì
. very sweet and dreamy story
. grandparents love tribute and perfect
book for Grandparents Day
. easy history about the moon and its magic

book

Viola is a young child with a very special couple of grandparents:
they are electricians, in charge of the care and well functioning of
the Moon and the Sun! But during the Grandparents’ Day, when at
school she tries to explain their job, nobody believes her...
With the wonderful and romantic images by Roberta Terracchio,
the sweet and dreamy story by Angelo Mozillo comes to life and
it̕s a joy for the eyes and a special tribute to the very important
role of grandparents. A story aimed to the youngest readers full
of beautiful sights of the sky and an occasion for a playful look at
moon’s phases.

size

21 x 27 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction

RIGHTS: WORLD

Roberta Terracchio Illustrator from Palermo,
she’s a dreamer and she loves blank sheets of
paper, drawing suddenly and true friendships.
She illustrates for Italy and abroad. She̕s
graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in
Bologna, course Comics and Illustration. She
has published Il viaggio di Sketch (Valentina
Edizioni, 2016), Il Supereroe di Casa (Pane
e sale edizioni, 2018), Davide il mistero
Qwerty (VerbaVolant, 2018), Piccolo Mago
(VerbaVolant, 2019), Trallallà (Giunti, 2019).

PUSS IN BOOTS
Filippo Barbacini

market

key selling points

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. classics and fairy tales lovers

. beautiful illustrations
. picture book edition for younger audience
. short texts and good rythm
. funny yet classic story

book
size

24 x 24 cm

extent
format

40 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Classics

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. RO

A story from another time re-read by Annamaria Soldera with
a smart and resourceful protagonist who manages to help his
friend/master using a little cunningness and treasuring his
poor possibilities. An example of resourcefulness and of how,
even starting from a disadvantaged position, everyone has the
possibility to overcome every obstacle with commitment and
become master of his own destiny. Filippo Barbacini illustrates
with his now unmistakable trait the adventures of the famous
cat and the rich series of animals and characters that the animal
meets along the way.

author-illustrator information

Filippo Barbacini was born in Reggio Emilia
in 1990. After spending his teenage years in
the swimming pool lanes where he established
himself as an international level athlete, he
followed his artistic vocation and attended the
three-year course in Illustration at the Comics
School of Reggio Emilia. He specializes in the
illustration of children’s books. He works mainly
mixing pencils, collages and textures with digital
media. Colour stains are his trademark. His
first book for Nomos Edizioni is The Adventures
of Pinocchio (2019).

THE JUNGLE BOOK
Filippo Barbacini

market

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. classics and fairy tales lovers

author-illustrator information

key selling points

book

. beautiful illustrations
. picture book edition for younger
audience
. short texts and good rythm
. important messages on nature,
animal kingdom, friendship

The spectacular jungle of the great classic by Rudyard Kipling
literally comes to life in the pages of this album specially adapted
by Annamaria Soldera for younger children and masterfully
illustrated by Filippo Barbacini in a blaze of animals, colors and
details. The little Mowgli is found and raised by a pack of wolves
and will learn the laws of the forest among friends and challenges.
A path of personal growth and a tribute to nature, its variety,
dignity and the importance of respect.

size

24 x 24 cm

extent
format

40 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Classics

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. RO

Filippo Barbacini was born in Reggio Emilia
in 1990. After spending his teenage years in
the swimming pool lanes where he established
himself as an international level athlete, he
followed his artistic vocation and attended the
three-year course in Illustration at the Comics
School of Reggio Emilia. He specializes in the
illustration of children’s books. He works mainly
mixing pencils, collages and textures with digital
media. Colour stains are his trademark. His
first book for Nomos Edizioni is The Adventures
of Pinocchio (2019).

nomosedizioni.it

ti.inoizidesomon

ISBN: 978-88-94811-59-9

9-95-11849-88-879 :NBSI

9 788894

811599

995118

€ 14,90

THE ADVENTURES
OF PINOCCHIO
Filippo Barbacini

market

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. classics and fairy tales lovers

key selling points

author-illustrator information

Filippo Barbacini was born in Reggio Emilia
in 1990. After spending his teenage years in
the swimming pool lanes where he established
himself as an international level athlete, he
followed his artistic vocation and attended the
three-year course in Illustration at the Comics
School of Reggio Emilia. He specializes in the
illustration of children’s books. He works mainly
mixing pencils, collages and textures with digital
media. Colour stains are his trademark. This is his
first book.

book

The great classic by Carlo Collodi returns in a refined graphic
layout and as a picture book to bring even the younger public
closer. The pages illustrated by Filippo Barbacini give at the same
time the magic of the dreamy atmospheres of the history and the
classicism of a masterpiece that continues to be among the most
translated and sold in the world. On his way to become a real
child, moving around the Land of Toys and the belly of a Whale,
the small wooden puppet created by Geppetto meets the Talking
Cricket, the Cat and the Fox, Mangiafuoco...

Le avventure di Pinocchio

. beautiful illustrations
. picture book edition for younger
audience
. short texts and good rythm
. one of the most sold and translated
classic in the world
. very important messages on becoming
adult, friendship, commitment, honesty

size

24 x 24 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Classics
nomosedizioni.it
ISBN: 978-88-94811-59-9

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. RO

9 788894

811599

€ 14,90

498887 9

09,41 €

Pinocchio
Le avventure di

da una fiaba di Carlo Collodi

illustrazioni di Filippo Barbacini

PLAYING WITH SOUNDS
Music, nature and creative recycling:

learn how to play and
build your instruments

Antonio Testa

market

. children (7+) and their families
. teachers and people involved in activities
with children and young people
. music and sustainability lovers
. people looking for different activities to share
with young people and groups

key selling points

. original learning method
. 60 instruments to build at home and to play
. creative recycling of natural and everyday
use objects
. games, tales and theatrical dramatizations cues
. first approach to music and sounds world
. multidisciplinary activities / armonic
development of personality and abilities

size

18,5 x 21,5 cm

extent
format

168 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction/activity

RIGHTS: WORLD

book

This is an updated new edition of the book published in 2000
for BMG Ricordi and owes its title to the homonymous method
by Antonio Testa, who teaches children how to build their
own musical instruments (over 60) with the creative recycling
of natural materials and everyday objects, and then of course
how to play them. Testa proposes a first approach to music and
sounds thanks to the many cues for soundscapes and fairy tales,
games and theatrical dramatizations. In addition to do-it-yourself
and family activities, the book is of course also a fundamental
tool for teachers and schools, and a great help to promote the
harmonious development of children and young people thanks
to the multidisciplinary work on music, body expression, creative
research and recycling of materials. The new edition is enriched
by a preface by Carlo Delfrati, one of the most famous Italian
musicologists. It is also the author’s profile with his experience
in different contexts (among his collaborations also juvenile
prisons, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for deaf-mute students
just to mention a few examples...) that deserve special attention.

Antonio Testa is producer, musician, percussionist, teacher of music therapy and musical propaedeutics. He has
always loved doing two things: teaching children how to listen to music, and the world of Nature. Since the early
’90s his activity and specialization is dedicated to children and young people, thanks to the teaching in schools and
institutes of various degrees. Together with important paediatricians, pedagogists and professors he teaches drumspercussions, recorder, music teaching, music therapy, ensemble music and construction of musical instruments with
recycled materials. Writer in turn of fairy tales and music for theatrical performances, he focuses his activity on sounds
and noises of nature, sonorizations and ethnic instruments. During the years he lived in London he had many artistic
and didactic collaborations (from Goldsmiths University where he worked alongside Professor Phil Mullen, to teaching
at Brook Primary and S. Matthias School in Hackney; from teaching deaf and dumb children at Oak Lodge to flute and
percussion at Berger, Millfields, Tyssen and St. John the Baptist schools).

# FOOD
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Susy Zanella was born in Ferrara in 1978. She loves to tell stories with books and picture books (and not only to children).
Illustrator and author, she loves to represent mainly animals, using strong chromatic contrasts. She published with White
Star La mia bacchetta magica and Un’orchestra nella giungla, with Editoriale Scienza Voglio la luna and Sulle Alpi, with Edizioni
Clichy Un’ombra sulla luna and Ernesto e tango and with Sassi Junior the series on emotions (Una gelosia da Orango, Un disgusto
da rospo, Una rabbia da leone, Una paura da lupo, Una timidezza da orso), and Diventare Regina, Il coccodrillo in biciletta, Quando mi
sveglio, Il piccolo principe, Peter Pan.
Sarah Zambello, educator and storyteller from Padua, she attended the Bottega Finzioni writing school in Bologna. Finalist
in various literary competitions she has published with Bacchilega Editore Le mani di Anna.

Nuvolario

Atlante delle nuvole

22 x 29 cm

hardback

Full-color illustrations

category

Non-fiction

RIGHTS: WORLD

Sarah Zambello—Susy Zanella

throughout

Atlante
delle
nuvole

illustrations

allenaZ ysuS—ollebmaZ haraS

format

80 pages

etnaltA
elled
elovun

extent

Sarah Zambello—Susy Zanella

Nuvolari
N
vola

iralovuN

o i r al ov u N

A cosa pensi quando
guardi una nuvola?
Che nuvola sarà
quella che proprio ora
sta passando sopra
la tua testa?

size

etnaltA

author-illustrator information

Questo atlante illustrato è un invito
per un viaggio nel cielo: da sempre capaci
di affascinare l’umanità, le nuvole sono
protagoniste di arte, letteratura, fotografia,
musica... e naturalmente della scienza,
che le ha osservate, studiate e classificate.

elovun

€ 22,90

This book takes you into the wonderful world of the sky. A
nose-up journey to discover scientific facts about clouds, their
nature, composition and classification; but also the many ways in
key selling points
which they have always been able to fascinate humanity becoming
. stunning illustrations
protagonists of art, photography, literature, music...Thanks to
.
scientific
facts
+
curiosities/fun
facts
allenaZ ysuS—ollebmaZ haraS
ellthis
edbook you can fantasize, play or relax looking at the sky, but
. complete clouds calssification
also
learn to identify and classify the clouds to understand their
. also a romantic guide to sky perfect for playful
signals and foresee, like meteorologists, the arrival of rains,
use and fantasy empowering games
thunderstorms... or clear skies!

nomosedizioni.it

What cloud could it be, this one passing over your head right now?
Yes, even clouds have their own names and belong to categories...
When you look at a cloud, what comes to your mind?

811889

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery

788894

market

9

THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF CLOUDS

Revisione scientifica a cura del
Centro Geofisico Prealpino del Campo dei Fiori

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella

Qui trovi tutto questo, oltre a tramonti
infuocati e cieli in tempesta, azzurri mozzafiato
e vibranti blu notturni: un’incantevole
bellezza che ti accompagna pagina dopo
pagina e ti invoglia a guardare
il cielo con occhi nuovi.

Clouds Atlas
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NUVOLARIO

AN APPLE A DAY
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World proverbs in the mirror

Michela Tartaglia,
Daniele Simonelli
A SMALL ANTHOLOGY TO DISCOVER
PROVERBS AND THEIR REFLECTIONS
IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Non è l’abito
che fa
il monaco

El hábito
no hace
al monje

You can't judge a book
by its cover

L’habit
ne fait pas
le moine

[Non puoi giudicare un libro dalla sua copertina]

[L'abito non fa il monaco]

market

. travel and language lovers
. people leaving far from home
. people interested in exploring other cultures
. illustration lovers and curious people
book
key selling points

. 4 languages among the most spoken:
IT - EN - FR - ES
. stunning illustrations
. large overview on popular cultures
. over 25 cases: guide/glossary use
. specific context and use explanation
for each proverb

A book for all those in love with languages and popular culture, for
the curious and for all those who live in a country other than their
own and wish to feel a little more at home, entering better into the
meanders of a second language. Beautifully illustrated by Daniele
Simonelli, the proverbs of four languages are mirrored here:
Italian, English, French and Spanish. First of all, it is interesting
and surprising to note that some concepts need to be expressed
everywhere, without distinction of territory or language, and
therefore they are not exclusive to their own specific culture but
are, in fact, common. And, of course, even more intriguing is to
discover how these expressions cross with their counterparts: cases
of perfect identity in the 4 languages (as in the case of An apple a
day keeps the doctor away) are alternated with those in which the
same idea is given with four different metaphors (as in the case of
It’s raining cats and dogs) or even with other hybrids in which some
languages use the same image while others don̕t.

author-illustrator information

Daniele Simonelli freelance illustrator of the province of Rome lives and fights against clipart from about a decade or so.
After spending the first years in various Roman studies, he crossed the Channel to the conquest of London by illustrations. It
failed merrily but reported in the Urbe contacts and experiences that begin him to freelance life with different international
realities. He feeds on books with figures, jazz and trekking. www.danielesimonelli.com
Michela Tartaglia Irpinian blood in her veins but born and raised in Turin, she got a degree in Philosophy at the Alma
Mater in Bologna. Her passion for cooking has led her to open in Seattle’s “Home Cooking” school and the homemade pasta
corner “Homemade Pasta”, entrepreneurial adventures thanks to which she shares the sense of belonging to her homeland
through food. She is the mother of two wonderful girls, an avid reader and an explorer.

82

size

italiano / english

es pañ o l / f ran ç ai s

15 x 19 cm

extent

128 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Lifestyle / Pop culture / Language

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. DE

L'erba del vicino
è sempre

The grass is always
greener on

La hierba del vecino
es siempre

L'herbe est
toujours plus

83

PUNKOUTURE
Fashioning a riot. 1976 -1986

Matteo Torcinovich
THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE
OF EVERYTHING CREATED FOR
THE PUNK FASHION

market

. fashion lovers
. music and punk lovers
. fashion school students
. fashion designers and people working
in fashion
. everyone looking for fashion ideas
and inspiration

author-illustrator information

key selling points

book

. extraordinary and original photos
. everything that has ever been produced
and indicated for punk is here collected
for the first time
. worldwide overview of punk style
. the first punk style guide ever
. clothes, shoes, make-up, hair, accessorize
dedicated sections + fanzines, posters and
press reprodcutions

Punk style affirms its new identity and creates a specific image
using recovered ordinary things, old objects found in drawers,
wardrobes and in the attic... It’s an invitation to experimentation,
DIY, asymmetry and spectacularity also promoted by magazines
and fanzines that publish advice and directions for young people.
So the new aesthetic takes shape and expands like wildfire all over
the world. Punkouture is a guide, divided into sections; a path that
recomposes an international landscape of everything that has been
created for punk, without exceptions: from clothing to hair trends
and make-up, from footwear to accessories, from magazines to
brands and shops that have made the history of punk style. After
the successful Pics off! Matteo Torcinovich gives punk music
fans, as well as fashion and trends lovers, a new collection that
explores - once again thanks to an extraordinary and spectacular
set of photographs - the style of a decade absolutely unique and
unrepeatable.

size

20 x 25 cm

extent

256 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs
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category

Fashion

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. EN

Matteo Torcinovich Since always passionate
and omnivorous collector of music, especially
vinyl and documents related to the new wave punk
movement. Co-founder of the art collective Death
Tricheco, graphic designer for the fanzine L’age D’Or
and the monthly Jamais Bourgeois. Author of Pics
off! Punk and New Wave photo sessions for album
covers (Nomos Edizioni, 2016) and Buy or Die! The
Residents + Ralph Records + Other related artwork
1972-2016 (Good Fellas, 2017).

Il movimento punk e new wave ha generato
alcune delle copertine più iconiche di tutti
i tempi: Pics off! esplora il mondo nascosto
delle fotografie dietro a queste copertine,
svelando magnifiche immagini “perdute”
e storie incredibili.

Punk & New Wave photo sessions

for album covers. 1976-1982
Con questa raccolta inedita degli scatti
più sorprendenti dai backstage fotografici,
Matteo Torchinovich racconta i segreti
di alcune fra le più famose immagini della
storia della musica, unendo i ritratti rarissimi
di artisti del calibro di David Bowie,
The Ramones, Blondie, Iggy Pop e molti altri
alle testimonianze dirette dei fotografi
che li hanno ritratti.

L’estetica
della Nuova
Onda Punk

Matteo Torcinovich

PICS OFF!

Fotografie
e dischi
1976-1982

Matteo Torcinovich
A STUNNING COLLECTION OF THE PHOTO
SHOOTS BEHIND THE ALBUM COVERS THAT
HAVE SHAPED THE HISTORY OF PUNK AND
NEW WAVE’S MUSIC
The Ramones
Various Artists
Heartbreakers
Blondie
Iggy Pop
Cherry Vanilla
The B-52’s
Lizzy Mercier
Descloux
Teenage Jesus And
The Jerks

Lydia Lunch
Alan Vega
Plasmatics
Plastics
Suicide
The Damned
Ian Dury
The Jam
Ultravox!
David Bowie
Elvis Costello

Lene Lovich
Generation X
Nina Hagen Band
The Tourists
The Cure
Yellow Magic
Orchestra
Sheena & The
Rokkets
Public Image Ltd
The Specials

Joe Jackson
The Pretenders
Echo and the
Bunnymen
John Foxx
Bow Wow Wow
Japan
Depeche Mode
Bauhaus

€ 24,90
ISBN 978-88-98249-51-0

Matteo Torcinovich

market

9 788898 249510

www.nomosedizioni.it

. music and punk lovers
. music and punk collectors
. photography lovers
. everyone looking for backstage
stories behing favourite artists

key selling points

book

. extraordinary and original photos
. first person narration of the backstage
by photographers
. worldwide overview of punk covers
and albums
. 36 worldwide famous artists featured:
David Bowie, Blondie, Iggy Pop, Elvis
Costello, Depeche Mode, The Cure…
. photos by 30 of the worldwide most famous
photographers: George Du Bose, Peter
Gravelle, Masayoshi Sukita, Dyffy, Martyn
Goddard….
. very interesting and unknown anecdotes

Perhaps all of us at some point have picked out a record just
for its cover. The cover image always says something, even if
completely blank... During the vinyl epoch and in contrast with
the subsequent move to compact disc, the original album covers
weren’t just depictions of the music they contained: they were
effectively twinned with the musical product. Even more so with
Punk and New Wave, in which the record is still strongly linked to
the image on the cover: this is Pics Off! ’s point of departure. The
book casts an unorthodox glance over a selection of some of the
most significant album covers, each emerging from photographic
material generated in the course of a photo shooting. Pics Off! spans
from 1976 to 1982, the period in which Punk & New Wave reveals
itself as something broader than a merely musical phenomenon.

size

20 x 20 cm

extent

224 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Music / Photography

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. EN

author-illustrator information

Matteo Torcinovich Since always passionate
and omnivorous collector of music, especially
vinyl and documents related to the new wave punk
movement. Co-founder of the art collective Death
Tricheco, graphic designer for the fanzine L’age D’Or
and the monthly Jamais Bourgeois. Author of Pics
off! Punk and New Wave photo sessions for album
covers (Nomos Edizioni, 2016) and Buy or Die! The
Residents + Ralph Records + Other related artwork
1972-2016 (Good Fellas, 2017).

(very well)

POSTI DOVE HO MANGIATO BENE
(ANZI BENISSIMO)

PLACES WHERE
I HAVE EATEN WELL

POSTI
DOVE HO
MANGIATO
BENE

market

. food and restaurant lovers
. people loving wrtiting and keeping diaries
. everybody who loves order and keeping things
“easy to find”
. people wishing to remember and share their
experiences
788894

TEMPORARY COVER

9

(ANZI BENISSIMO)

811711

€ 14,90

key selling points

. modern and contemporary design
. 90 info sheet to be completed
– 4 chapters
– lot of space for relevant information
– different indexes
. bon ton suggestions
. ideal tool to stop storing business cards

book

With this diary you will no longer need to keep business cards, ask
everyone for that name you can no longer remember, or search
for reviews and information online...This is YOUR starred guide!
A PERSONAL GOURMET GUIDE to keep impressions and
evaluations of gastronomic experiences not to be forgotten
ALL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!
Remember, keep in order - and be able to share! - where was
that little place where you celebrated with an with an important
person, what was the speciality of that restaurant perfect for
business dinners, or how much you had paid that time you ate
while admiring the perfect sunset.

size

15 x 19 cm

extent
format

176 pages
hardback + 3 tissues bookmarks

category

Diary / Food & lifestyle

RIGHTS: WORLD

In addition to contact details, the 90 FACT SHEETS help you with
plenty of space to make detailed notes about the menu, how the
wines were, who accompanied you, the bill, the service and many
other important information such as the presence of a car park,
animal policy, cleanliness and, of course, your final rating.
And that's not all: a small BON TON section with practical advices
to deal with every situation, an overview of the best-known
gastronomic GUIDES on the market, THEMATIC INDEXES into
which you can list your favourite places.
FROM STREET FOOD TO HAUTE CUISINE: forget business
cards and websites and create your own personal archive to update
meal after meal, place after place
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key selling points

book

. space for 80 personal recipes
. menus specific section and final index
. space for notes on favourite shops and friends
and family tastes
. overview on kitchen tools, wine glasses, guest
sitting standards and mise en place
. cooking conversion section, fruit and
vegetables seasonal chart, food calories chart

This is the first cookbook signed by you. A cookbook to boost your
inventiveness. You can write and share recipes, menus, gourmet
ideas, mise en place and your little culinary secrets, day by day.
All using a key ingredient: your creativity! With this book your
culinary passion becomes a book, your one-of-a-kind custom book.
It is very easy to compose your cookbook:
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7 POSTI A TAVOLA

36.
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Se il tavolo è rettangolare i padroni di casa stanno a capotavola; comunque il posto d’onore spetta sempre alla
padrona, che avrà di fronte il marito. A destra della padrona di casa andrà l’ospite maschile più importante; alla
sinistra quello che viene secondo in ordine di importanza e così via. Analogamente il padrone di casa avrà a destra
la signora di maggiore importanza e a sinistra la signora che segue immediatamente nell’ordine. Se c’è un invitato
di particolare rilievo o un festeggiato, viene messo a capotavola; se gli ospiti sono otto o più, siede a metà tavola.
In generale è consuetudine alternare commensali uomini e donne.
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The Cooking notes will help you with preparing your recipes and
creating original Menus to be written in the relevant section.
You’ll amaze your guests with a perfect mise en place following
the suggestions of the Art of the table section and please the most
discerned palates writing their tastes and preferences in special
sheets. Then, with the Gourmet notes you’ll be able to complete your
work: small secrets and inspiration sources to make every recipe
unique, just like you.

hardback + three tissue

TTREZZI
A CUCINA
illustrations

17.

1) set a topic for each chapter
2) write your recipes on the dedicated pages
3) name your culinary creations, number them and write them in
the final index.
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CHEF’S DESIGN
From pencil to plate:

the preparatory drawings
of starred chefs

Francesca Tagliabue
THE UNPUBLISHED COLLECTION
OF THE CREATIVE DRAWINGS
BY MORE THAN 40 STARRED CHEFS
author information

market

book

. fine dining and Michelin Guide lovers
. design lovers
. people looking for different/prestigious cookbook
. people wishing to explore creative processes
behind haute cuisine

Chefs, architects and designers have in common the search for
the essential, that “golden section” of taste and space capable of
making their creations unique.
For most cooks, sketching dishes even before entering the
kitchen is a regular ritual to help in finding the balance of food
from both a tasting and an aesthetic point of view.
Chef̕s Design matches the two arts of cooking and design, peering
into the creative backstage of 41 great starred chefs and pastry
chefs exploring the preliminary phase in which the dish is thought.
Each chef tells then the story of the path taken in creating a specific
recipe, from the initial conception of the idea to its final form.
The original recipes are collected in the final part of the book.

key selling points

. 40 original recipes collected at the end of the book
. original Chef’s drawings and first person narrative
of their own creative process
. first book ever on the drawings
. privileged point of view on fine dining backstage
. unedited exploration of Chef’s personalities

size

24 x 30 cm

extent

128 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Food / Design

RIGHTS: WORLD

Francesca Tagliabue freelance journalist in Italian and English since 2002. As editor she has curated several books. She
is editor of the column “Il Lato G” on Jazz Music, where she tells the gourmet side of the greats of Jazz, often unknown
and equally often very interesting. For 10 years, from 2007 to 2017, she has editorially coordinated DE Dining Experience
(house-organ of Sanpellegrino and Acqua Panna) and lifestyle and food magazines; she collaborates with various fine
dining and food magazines (A Tavola, Sale&Pepe, Grande Cucina and Il Pasticcere).
chefs and pastry chefs featured

Franco Aliberti, Tommaso Arrigoni, Stefano Baiocco, Andrea Berton, Cristina Bowerman, Vincenzo Candiano,
Roberto Carcangiu, Moreno Cedroni, Christian Costardi, Pino Cuttaia, Gennaro Esposito, Annie Féolde, Anthony
Genovese, Vincenzo Guarino, Ernesto Iaccarino, Pietro Leeman, Luca Marchini, Giancarlo Morelli, Negrini e Pisani,
Giancarlo Perbellini, Matias Perdomo, Marco Sacco, Claudio Sadler, Davide Scabin, Francesco Sposito, Marco Stabile,
luigi Taglienti, Marcello Trentini, Viviana Varese.
Pastry Chefs: Luigi Biasetto, Manuel Costardi, Sal De Riso, Loretta Fanella, Gianluca Fusto, Iginio Massari, Luca
Montersino, Roberto Rinaldini, Paolo Sacchetti, Maurizio Santin, Andrea Tortora.

ITALIAN BURGER
Ingredients, techniques and tools

for perfect hamburgers

Chiara Caprettini
STEP BY STEP PROFESSIONAL
RECIPES AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE PERFECT BURGER

market

book

. food and cooking lovers
. hamburger lovers
. people willing to know better Italian territory and
typical products
. Italian food lovers
. everyone who wants to go beyond repetitive
hamburgers

Preparing an (ham)burger in the manner of an Italian Burger
means paying attention to a process that starts with the purchase
of the ingredients and goes as far as pairing it with the right wine
or beer. A sandwich that represents a journey, but first of all a
territory, the farmers and the small local companies. The book
collects professional tips and tricks to make a sandwich at home
– even vegetarian – as good as the one tasted at the restaurant.
The sandwich is explained in detail in every step: starting from
the equipment that can not miss in the kitchen, to the choice of
meat and of the other ingredients. And then here is the zoom on
the baking technique, on the best type of bread (the perfect bun...)
and even on the final assembly. In addition to the sandwiches
there are also tips for homemade sauces and pestos, chips and
cheesecake. And a small presentation of some of the most special
Italian ingredients (such as Tropea’s onion, Norcia’s bacon with
Gubbio’s black truffle, Friuli region’ smoked Ricotta, Puglia
region’ Stracciatella and so on…). Not another simple book on
hamburgers, then, but a source of inspiration to create with
professional technique your own sandwich of dreams.

key selling points

. professional recipes and step by step suggestions
starting form ingredents choice
. burgers recipes: meat, vegetarian and fish
. sauces, bread, chips, vegetables and cheesecake
original recipes
. wide overview on many typical Italian specialties
. unmistakable techniques for perfect and different
hamburgers

author-illustrator information
size

19 x 22 cm

extent

128 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking

RIGHTS: WORLD

Chiara Caprettini is Germanic philologist, writer,
blogger and sommelier. She collaborates with some
newspapers and training schools in the field of food
culture. With Cartman Edizioni she has published:
Nordfoodovestest. La scienza dell’ospitalità tra le saghe
islandesi e gli home restaurant (2017) and Pane, burro e
hygge (2018). Her blog Nordfoodovestest is first of all a
project to promote small food and wine realities and
family restaurants.

YOGURTISTA
Homemade yogurt.

Recipes, typologies and benefits

Virginia Repetto
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT HOMEMADE YOGURT
WITH 40 ORIGINAL RECIPES

author-illustrator information

market

book

. food and cooking lovers
. yogurt and healthy food lovers
. people willing to produce own food at home
. everyone who wants to find healthier/lighter
alternatives to usual ingredients

Have you ever thought that yogurt is the easiest and tastiest
alternative to many of our usual ingredients?
Or, do you simply love indulging in it spoon after spoon?
So, preparing it at home is easiest than you can imagine and you
don’t need any special equipment. With this little book Virginia
Repetto shows you the best way of preparing your favorite kind
of yogurt (classic, vegetable of any kind, Greek etc) and how tasty
you could turn your menus both trying new recipes and just using
yogurt instead of butter, cream etc...
Virginia guides you with tips and suggestions for the perfect
success with this multipurpose ingredient – deciding your
favorite taste and creaminess – and forty original recipes; from
the basics of yogurt, to breakfast and break ideas, and of course
main courses, dips and patisserie: labneh truffles, fruit smoothies,
pumpkin-chard quiche, herbs focaccia, peas & spinach risotto,
strawberry charlotte, glazed plum-cake and many more.
Organic, healthy, seasonal, sustainable... these are just a few of the
qualities you can benefit with your own yogurt... and moreover,
it will be always fresh and supertasty!

key selling points

. 40 easy and delicious recipes (not only sweets)
. no need for special equipement/machine
. snacks, main courses, appetizers and dessert
recipes
. all kind of yogurt bases: specific recipes
for Greek, vegetable, Labneh, different dietetics
. in trend with auto production
and sustainability
. unconventional use of a very common ingredient
and substitution suggestions
in many recipes

size

19 x 22 cm

extent

112 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. CZ

Virginia Repetto always in love with good food
and author of the blog Zuccheroezenzero since 2012, in
the kitchen she blends precision with creativity. After
graduating in Engineering she decided to specialize
as a food photographer and recipe author. Since 2015
she has collaborated actively with Alma Media srl,
producing photos and recipes for magazines Alice Cucina,
I Quaderni di Alice, I Colori della Cucina, Ci Piace Cucinare. She
also collaborates with companies in the food sector creating
recipes and photos for their social platforms and websites.
This is her first cookbook.

THE BREAKFAST JOURNEY
Breakfast and brunch

recipes from all over the world

Laura Ascari,
Elisa Paganelli
A STUNNING COLLECTION OF ILLUSTRATED
AND PHOTOGRAPHED BREAKFAST RECIPES
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

author-illustrator information

Laura Ascari is photographer and videomaker and specializes in lifestyle and food. She has always been fascinated by
the magical meeting of flour, sugar and eggs, and she is particularly involved in photographic and video reportages for
both large food companies and editorial projects. (www.lauraascari.com)

market

book

. cooking lovers
. breakfast lovers
. travel lovers
. people willing to discover and taste
recipes from around the world

Thanks to The Breakfast Journey you can at last try the full spectrum
of international breakfasts in the comfort of your own kitchen!

key selling points

A choice of more than fourty sweet or savoury recipes to make
the first meal of the day rather special, a chance to enjoy a treat
and try something new. From Brazilian bolo de fubá to Chinese
Mian Tiao Tang, American Doughnuts or Icelandic Hafragrautur,
you’ll be surprised and delighted by the many different ways of
making your breakfasts/brunches unique and experimenting
with ever-new flavours, perfumes and colors.

. all kind of recipes: sweet, savoury, hot and cold
. colorful illustrations and photos
. ideal recipes both for breakfast and brunch
at home
. 42 Countries and 43 recipes

size

17 x 24 cm

extent

144 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

and illustrations throughout
category

Food / Cooking

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. EN – DE –
PL – RO - PT

A culinary world tour to indulge yourselves with the great classics
you first tasted on your travels (croissants, waffles, scrambled eggs,
etc) or to try flavours from places we have yet to visit.

Elisa Paganelli was born in 1985 in Modena, she attended the Art Institute of her city and the IED of Turin and since she
was very young she has worked as Graphic Designer. Today she works as illustrator and creative designer for publishing
houses around the world, accompanied by her four-legged assistants. She loves peace, nature and the scent of paper.
She has published, among others, with Usborne Publishing, Sperling&Kupfer, Mondadori, DeA Planeta, Edizioni EL.
(www.elisapaganelli.com)

BETTER IN SEASON!

HERE YOU’LL BE FINE

Pleasures and virtues

Recipes and stories from

of seasonal cooking

the Confraternities of Italian
Food and Wine

Cortilia

Edoardo Toia
SEASONAL EASY AND DELICIOUS RECIPES
THE SECRET WORLD AND RECIPES
OF THE ITALIAN FOOD AND WINE
CONFRATERNITIES

market

. people fond of natural cooking and genuine
products
. people caring abouth health and goodliving
. cooking lovers and people looking for
new recipes with traditional ingredients
. people interested in a varied nutrition
at fair costs

market

. food and cooking lovers
. tradition lovers
. people willing to know better Italian territory and
typical products
. Italian food lovers

key selling points

. nearly 50 very simple but delicious recipes
. easy seasonal classification using four
different colors
. ideal recipes both for breakfast and brunch
at home
. very useful seasonal sections with information
on produce, characteristics and natural cycles

of cooking in a varied and delicious way, following seasons and
what they bring us month after month.
You’ll be surprised by the simplicity of each recipe (each one
explained in a few intuitive and quick passages), but also for their
delicacy and for the creative matching of ingredients.
Thanks to Cortilia’s experience the book is a wonderful collection
of recipes and suggestions for everybody: vegetarian but also
meat and fish recipes and, of course cakes and desserts.

. 50 traditional and easy recipes
. a different way to discover Italy
. wide overview on many typical products/wines
. unique appeal and mistery of confraternities,
associations and their rituals and rules

book

book

With this book it’s now possible to enjoy the
various benefits of a really seasonal and natural
cooking: the ones for health first of all of course,
but also tasting ones (everybody knows that fresh
fruit and vegetables are “better tasting” in the
right season!) and, why not, economic ones. So
the book is completely centered on the possibility

size

key selling points

16,5 x 24 cm

author-illustrator information

Cortilia is the most important and renowned Italian producer
and home distributor of fresh fruits and vegetables.
www.cortilia.it

The book explores and tells the fascinating – and
also a bit mysterious – world of the Italian food
and wine Confraternities. That world that in the
common imagination is made of cloaks, rites and
secret recipes but that in addition to the evocative
“choreography” is made of solid tradition and
ancient knowledge of the territory and culinary

size

17 x 21 cm

extent

128 pages

extent

format

hardback

format

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking

RIGHTS: WORLD

180 pages
paperback with flaps

illustrations

Two-color illustrations

throughout
category

Food / Tradition / Territories

RIGHTS: WORLD

practice. And so this book is a small gastronomic treasure chest
of ingredients and specialties from all over Italy proposed in fifty
traditional recipes, but also a journey into the territories that
guard them, told for the first time. The Confraternity of Gorgonzola
di Cameri, the Confraternity of Bollito Misto, the Order of the Knights
of Polenta and the Priory of the Ancient Contrade of Torres... Among
cloaks, swamps, rituals of enthronement, oaths of loyalty and tests
to overcome to become a “brother”; among grand priors, grand
cheesemakers, teachers and simple guests, each brotherhood has
defined its own rules by drawing up statutes, has deposited the
original recipes for their protection and has protected, keeping it
alive, an excellence of its community.
author-illustrator information

Edoardo Toia after completing his studies in Economics, he
immediately became involved in finance and markets, without
ever neglecting his innate passion for food and wine: in this field
he considers himself a child of art thanks to the example of his
father who was Master of the Magisterium of the Bruscitti di Busto
Grande and his grandfather who was one of its founding members.
He’s a Councillor of the Magisterium, and, when his work allows
him to do so, he takes part in the various associations of the
Confraternities with his wife Rachel and his children Filippo and
Vittoria. Writing the book he underwent with his friends Marco
Porzio (President of F.I.C.E.) and Chef Sergio Barzetti (Cucina
Barzetti) a long and exhausting session of lunches and tastings.
He does not regret it at all.

HOME KITCHEN GARDEN
Botany, cooking and lifestyle

Sandra Longinotti,
Marino Visigalli
KNOWING AND GROWING AT HOME 14
PLANTS FOR COOKING AND DECORATION

author-illustrator information

market

book

. cooking lovers
. people looking for new ideas and inspiration
in their houses
. lovers of healthy food
. gardeners and growers
. decoration lovers

Home Kitchen Garden is an open dialogue between cuisine and
a possible urban vegetable garden, where lifestyle and taste
intermingle. Starting from the beauty of an edible flower of some
specific horticultural, spontaneous and floral varieties which
can be grown in small urban spaces — on the windowsill, on the
balconies and terraces or in a small garden – Sandra Longinotti
offers a wider overview on each flower. Growing techniques,
recipes, small living ideas, curiosities and practical information
follow the initial presentation of each of them. The book brings
an ambivalent message: a cooked onion gives a special taste to
a recipe, but if planted in a pot it will give a wonderful flower.
Lavender is wonderful on a balcony but its flowers can also be
used to scent sugar for a special dessert...

key selling points

. gourmet recipes with home-grown ingredients
. unique decoration ideas and alternative uses of
common plants
. easy guide to grow your own green corner
. urban vegetable gardens and sustainability trend

onion

–

– borage – rose – artichoke –
– violet – acmella - chrysanthemum – wild
– impatiens - balsamina – rosemary - begonia
nasturtium

lavender
fennel

– amaranth

size

19,5 x 24 cm

extent

240 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking / Lifestyle

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. DE

Sandra Longinotti has been writing of food and wine
since 1992. She started her career working in fashion.
Freelance journalist, food stylist and blogger, she has
published thousands of recipes and articles on national
and international magazines. Her blog sandralonginotti
is a reference since 2009. She collaborates as editorial
consultant with some of the major communication
and pr agencies, expecially for online projects. She
has attended the three classes for the professional
qualification of AIS (Italian Sommelier Association) and
many refresher courses in the most renowned cooking
schools, as the Ecole de Gastronomie Française in Paris.
Marino Visigalli is one of the Italian food photography
masters since 1972. His pictures have appeared on
Arnaldo Monadori, Giorgio Mondadori, Rizzoli,
Hachette Group, Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso/
Repubblica publications; he has worked for big
advertising agencies (e/g McCann Ericksonn) and for
food companies as Van den Berg and Nestlè. Currently
he works only on special projects.

CHILLIES
32 +1 cultivar to discover

Sandra Longinotti,
Marino Visigalli
A PHOTOGTRAPHIC GUIDE
TO DISCOVER, GROW AND COOK
33 DIFFERENT CHILLIES

author-illustrator information

market

. cooking and spices lovers
. people looking for new tastes
. people approaching chilli’s world for the first time
. chilli lovers willing to increase their knowledge
. lovers of growing and cultivating
. anyone willing to grow a city vegetable garden

key selling points

. easy tips for identification, use and home growing
. 33 different cultivar, 33 original recipes
. hot classification and thematical focuses
on chilli’s world: markets, festivals, nurseries
and cultivation areas
. not just a cookbook but a book on chillies
and their world

size

15 x 22 cm

extent
format

168 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking / Lifestyle

RIGHTS: WORLD

book

This book is dedicated to people willing to choose and cultivate
chillies and to learn to grow their different varieties in a pot at
home. Lovers of home growing will be delighted to learn how
to keep their chillies healthy and beautiful, and maybe to grow
more than one, to have different hot levels when cooking. Maybe
you have heard about chillies’ different shapes and colours. About
violet or brown fruits, about chillies sprouting and remaining
black, or others that become red, with flower-shaped fruits or
looking like apples. About green, or purple or multi-coloured
leaves... In this book you will find information about this great
richness, together with tips for cultivation and more than thirty
recipes. All data are simple and easy to understand, like the chart
on which colours indicate the hotness for each cultivar.

Sandra Longinotti has been writing of food and wine
since 1992. She started her career working in fashion.
Freelance journalist, food stylist and blogger, she has
published thousands of recipes and articles on national
and international magazines. Her blog sandralonginotti
is a reference since 2009. She collaborates as editorial
consultant with some of the major communication
and pr agencies, expecially for online projects. She
has attended the three classes for the professional
qualification of AIS (Italian Sommelier Association) and
many refresher courses in the most renowned cooking
schools, as the Ecole de Gastronomie Française in Paris.
Marino Visigalli is one of the Italian food photography
masters since 1972. His pictures have appeared on
Arnaldo Monadori, Giorgio Mondadori, Rizzoli,
Hachette Group, Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso/
Repubblica publications; he has worked for big
advertising agencies (e/g McCann Ericksonn) and for
food companies as Van den Berg and Nestlè. Currently
he works only on special projects.

APHRODITE’S KITCHEN
Recipes and flavours from Cyprus

Christina Loucas
TRADITIONAL AND MODERN
RECIPES FROM THE ISLAND WHERE
MEDITERRANEAN MEETS MIDDLE EAST

market

book

. cooking lovers
. people looking for traditional food and recipes
. travel lovers
. Greek and middle eastern culture and food lovers

This book comes from a kitchen on a tiny Mediterranean island
called Cyprus, where the ancient Greek goddess of love and beauty
– Aphrodite – is said to have been born. Cyprus has a humble
but alluring Mediterranean cuisine, where Mediterranean and
Middle Eastern flavors and ingredients often mix. The author
made an adventurous move and craved a change from the grey
weather and life as a lawyer moving from London to Cyprus in
2011. Life doesn’t always follow precise plans so she never moved
back. “I write this book with the hope that those living outside of
Cyprus might have a glimpse into this small but distinct culinary
world, and those who have enjoyed its culinary traditions all their
lives finally have a way to keep these traditions - many of which
are being forgotten as the older generation passes away - alive
through a visual and written story that will evoke memories of
childhood. You will find both traditional and modern Cypriot
recipes inside this book”.

key selling points

. original recipes (both traditional and new)
. healthy and seasonal ingredients
. ingredients variety: fish, meat, vegetables, fruit
. traditions and habits of the locals
. stunning photography of the island
. main markets overview

author-illustrator information
size

19,5 x 24 cm

extent
format

232 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color photographs

throughout
category

Food / Cooking

RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. CAN/ US EN – DE

Christina Loucas After a law degree at Oxford, she worked
for years as a lawyer between London, Singapore and Canada.
Following a sudden illness, she decided to change her life and
follow her passion for food and photography. With her very
successful blog (www.afroditeskitchen.com), she brings all the
beauty and ingredients of her Cyprus to the international public.

# ART

Patrizia Foglia
Patrizia Albé

MASKS

ITALIAN COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE
CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES IN
THE GRAPHICS BETWEEN SEVENTEENTH
AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES

market

. art lovers
. graphics lovers
. masks, costume and theatre lovers
. Carnival lovers

Patrizia Foglia

MASCHERE

Patrizia Foglia
Patrizia Albé

Patrizia Albé

MASCHERE

www.nomosedizioni.it

9

791259

580160

key selling points

. a stunning unpublished
collection
of more than 300 images
. a different glance into
Italian tradition
. perfect gift book
. historical and artistic
study of the image of the
mask along three centuries
and through different
techniques and graphic
expressions, from engraving
to chromolithography

size

24 x 28 cm

extent

272 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
wordcount

86.926 words

(572746 characters spaces included
- indexes and bibliography included)
category

Art / Graphics / Theatre

RIGHTS: WORLD

book

A rich and colorful research on the iconography of the masks,
from the Commedia dell’Arte to the advertising graphics of the
early twentieth century. Over three hundred images, more than
three centuries of history of illustration: masks from the tradition
of all regions and major cities of Italy. An extraordinary variety
of faces, scenic locations, depictions of squares with Carnival
celebrations’ scenes and masks festivities; subjects that offer the
opportunity to dwell on the link between Commedia dell’Arte and
Carnival, between the masks of Comedy and the masks of the most
representative secular and outrageous celebration, that adopted the
best-known theater’s characters making their own and generating
new ones. The historical and artistic study on the image of the mask
during three centuries and through different techniques and graphic
expressions (from etching to colour litography) comes from a rich
private collection in Milan and from works held in other public
Italian collections. The volume also reviews the abundant field of
satirical and humorous magazines closer to us in time, finding
their roots in the eighteenth century, when the masks became an
instrument of political satire and in the illustrations that made the
fortune of many nineteenth-century newspapers.

author-illustrator information

Patrizia Foglia born in Milan she graduated in Arts at Università
Cattolica with a thesis on the graphic work of Vittore Grubicy De
Dragon, of which she edited the catalogue. Later she specialized in
paper art works conservation at Florence Università Statale. She is
editor of the specialized magazine Grafica d’Arte, a contributor to
different publications and an exhibition curator. She has a specific
interest in the graphics of nineteenth century, to which she devotes
a part of her studies.

LEONARDO’S ERMINE
Twelve tales of animals between

art and nature

Martina Corgnati,
Ananda Banerjee

market

. art and art history lovers
. animals and nature lovers
. people caring for enviroment and animals
extinction risks
. everybody who loves to discover more
about art masterpieces and secrets on how
they had been created

author-illustrator information

Annamaria Soldera, art historian and curator, teaches curator, teaches History of Art at the Brera Academy in Milan.
Among her main publications, the Dizionario dell'arte del Novecento (with Francesco Poli, Bruno Mondadori, 2001), Artiste
(Bruno Mondadori, 2004), I quadri che ci guardano (Compositori, 2011), Meret Oppenheim. Afferrare la vita per la coda ( Johan
& Levi, 2014), Impressioniste (Nomos Edizioni, 2017), L'ombra lunga degli Etruschi nell'arte del Novecento (Johan & Levi, 2018).
She has collaborated among other things with "Arte", "Flash Art", "Panorama", "La Repubblica" and currently "Style", the
magazine of "Corriere della Sera".

key selling points

. 12 absolute masterpieces
of great artsist: from Leonardo to Frida
Khalo, from anicient to contemporary art.
. the only book that combines both artistic
and ethologist/ecological approach
in unique overview
. very fluid prose that captures the reader
and completely illustrated with stunning
images

size

15 x 22 cm

extent

200 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Animals /

Nature
wordcount 50.000

words about (Ananda
Banerjee’s textes
are EN written)
RIGHTS: WORLD

book

A journey into the fascinating territory where art and nature meet:
a tour of the world in twelve steps which correspond to the
same number of animals observed in their artistic representation
by Martina Corgnati, and in their actual presence in the natural
environment and in some fundamental ecological elements by
Ananda Banerjee.
Their stories are told in simple and exciting language, intentionally
open to non-specialists and aimed above all at lovers of nature and
art - or both: short, curious and compelling pictures, though always
impeccably documented and illustrated.
From the giraffe faithfully depicted by Piero di Cosimo in the
Stories of Vulcan and Aeolus (Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada)
to Albrecht Dürer's Rhinoceros (1515); from the lion painted by
Giotto in a corner of the Scrovegni Chapel (Padua), to the ermine
of Leonardo da Vinci's Lady of the same name (Hermitage); from
the Ustad Masur's dodo and Frida Kahlo's parrots: exotic animals
inhabit the masterpieces of art history, veiled by their symbolic
meanings, more or less ancient and consolidated symbolism,
moralising meanings often codified in medieval bestiaries, or the
result of direct observations that often conceal astonishing stories,
sometimes well-known but more often hidden in the chronicles of
the various eras.
The selection briefly traces the history of art from Late Antiquity
to the 20th century, looking at completely different environments
and issues, including, in part, the relationship between man and
animal and its changes over time.
So the animals chosen, some of the most iconic in the history of
art, also play a crucial role in the current perspectives on nature
conservation and protection.

Ananda Banerjee is an award-winning journalist, author and award-winning graphic artist. He is editor of special
projects at Outlook Group, one of India's leading media houses, and co-editor of the Species In Peril project at the University
of New Mexico. Ananda co-founded “Paryavidhi”, a quarterly journal of environmental law published by the Environment
Law and Development Foundation. He is also a consultant to the Deutsche Forest Service (DFS)/Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ-India), which deals with mitigation of human-wildlife conflicts in India
as part of an Indo-German biodiversity programme. He is author and editor of Nature Chronicles of India, Essays on Wildlife
(Rupa & Co, 2014) and author of Common Birds of the Indian Subcontinent (Rupa & Co, 2008).

JAPAN: FROM DRAWING
TO DESIGN
From illustrated Meiji books

to contemporary art posters

Rossella Menegazzo,
Eleonora Lanza

market

TEMPORARY COVER

. art and design lovers
. Japan and Far East lovers
. Passionates of publishing history,
graphic and design traditions
and visual culture studies
. students and art collectors

key selling points

. extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics
. Unsodo publisher in Kyoto is still in activity
. high value collection of antique books
. important Meiji age artists included
. wonderful antique japanese handicraft
production

size

23 x 30 cm

extent
format

240 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Design

Exhibition Catalogue / Japan
RIGHTS: WORLD

book

Catalogue of the exhibition held at the Museo Civico del Castello di
Masnago in Varese, March - November 2021.
Here is an extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics as told
through both the decorative motifs - some of which are signed by
well-known artists of great historical and artistic interest - created to
inspire the handicraft production of the period (fabrics, fans, vases
and objects of various kinds) and through a review of contemporary
art posters.
The decorative motifs were all collected and published between
1890 and 1908 (the Meiji era) by Unsodo, well-known publisher
in Kyoto who is still in business today, and create a collection
of antique books of great value, displayed for the first time in
the exhibition in its entirety. Among the most important artists
published are the names of Kamisaka Sekka, Furuya Kōrin, Kōno
Bairei and Takeuchi Seihō...
The books in the collection were printed using the silographic
technique (printing from a wooden matrix) in polychromy also
with the use of metallic colours (gold and silver) or with black
ink alone. Specimens for editions from the same year are held in
major museums around the world, such as the Metropolitan the
Metropolitan Museum in New York, the Freer|Sackler Library in
Washington D.C., the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston and Houston.

author-illustrator information

Rossella Menegazzo is associate professor in Archaeology, Art History and East Asian Philosophies at the Department
of Cultural and Environmental Heritage at the University of Milan, where since 2012 she has held courses in East Asian Art
History and East Asian Visual Arts, Performing Arts and Design. She graduated in Oriental Languages and Literature with a
focus on art history at Ca' Foscari University in Venice. For the past fifteen years she has regularly visited Japan and China
for research and as a curator, promoting exhibitions and opportunities for cultural and artistic exchange, particularly
between Italian, Japanese and Chinese institutions.

IMPRESSIONIST WOMEN
Berthe Morisot, Eva Gonzalès,

Marie Bracquemond, Mary Cassatt

Martina Corgnati

LIFE AND ART OF FOUR PIONEER
FEMALE ARTISTS

market

. art and female art lovers
. Impressionism lovers
. people interested in artists’ biographies
. anyone interested in women emancipation

key selling points

. a precise and punctual artistic analysis
. life story of the four ladies, to understand
better the circumstances that had lead them
to art
. highly smooth and pleasant reading prose
. a great example of female emancipation from
another time
. a jump into the intriguing life and cultural
context of Paris during late 19th century

size

15 x 22 cm

extent
format

book

This volume is the first in Italian language to be dedicated to a
methodical study of the work of four female artists who shared
ways, interests, techniques and languages with the Impressionist
movement and also took part in some of its exhibitions. Marie
Bracquemond, Mary Cassatt, Eva Gonzalès and Berthe Morisot,
all born in the 1840s, have been the sole of their generation to
go widely beyond the status of talented amateur beginners.
They devoted their entire lives to painting, ignoring the social
disapproval, suspicion and derision by that middle class — to
which all of them belonged — encouraging young ladies to paint
as a proper and graceful pastime without any professional artistic
implications. The analysis of exceptional circumstances which
lead these women (at least three of them: Eva Gonzalès died at the
early age of 34, in 1883) to start and develop their talent and style
is the first aim of this work, which studies the creative process
highlighted on a background of exchanges, reciprocal influences
and friendships which bound the artists to the Impressionist
circle and to the other painters and intellectuals of the time. Each
of the four chapters is dedicated to one of the artists, opened
by an historical-critical introduction and closed by an essential
bibliography.

216 pages
paperback with flaps

illustrations
category

40 full-color images

Art / Biography

RIGHTS: WORLD

author-illustrator information

Martina Corgnati (Turin 1963) is curator and art historian. She
teaches Art History at the Accademia di Brera where she chairs the
Department of Communication and Art Didactics. She has curated
many exhibitions and written about ten books, among which
several contributions are dedicated to female art in the twentieth
century and to contemporary art.

LA VERITÀ DI CARAVAGGIO
Giuseppe Fornari
AN ESSAY THAT AIMS TO DISPEL
THE COMMONPLACES ACCUMULATED
ON THE ARTIST AND ON THE MAN

market

. art lovers
. Caravaggio lovers
. anyone interested in a different point
of view in the artistic critic

key selling points

. Caravaggio is one of the most discussed
and studied artists ever
. very unconventional analysis that unites
art and philosophy

book

The book aims to dispel the commonplaces and
mythographic stratifications that have accumulated
over the artist and the character, misinterpreting or
trivializing the cognitive and spiritual intentions
that guided its production. Caravaggio is not an
"easy" painter, just as he was not an "easy" man. This
is why the cliché of "realism", commonly adopted to
describe the characteristic trait of his work, confuses
its true scope under a generic and equivocal label:
the artist has pursued "reality", but the dramatic
and metaphysical one of man's search for God,
a search whose crowning achievement comes at
the moment when human action becomes drama,
irrevocable choice, openness to the inconceivable.
This is Caravaggio's "truth" and everything in him is
subordinated to his achievement in representation.
The misfortunes that afflict Michelangelo Merisi's

life, and that he actively procures, deepen and make even more
agonizing this truth that manifests itself as Truth, feeding a
feverish crescendo of masterpieces that has few comparisons in
Western art. Along the thread of the contrasting readings and
critical interpretations to which the painter has been subjected - not
excluding the myth of the "cursed artist" stimulated and gradually
sedimented because of his personality - the study analyzes a large part
of his production and dwells on the final works: extreme testimony
of the last, agitated years of his life, marked by events of blood and
daring escapes, up to the enigma of a premature death, to explain the
thesis of the State crime. Fornari demonstrates the unsustainability
of this hypothesis and brings Caravaggio's destiny back to the most
recognizable, humanly bitter but also spiritually exalting figure of an
artistic victory achieved at the price of investing - and finally losing
- his entire existence.
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size
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extent
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32 full-color images
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Giuseppe Fornari Professor of History of Philosophy at the
University of Bergamo, his studies focus on the history of thought
in its various manifestations, not only philosophical, but also
artistic and religious. To this end, he has developed an innovative
theoretical proposal, the mediatory or ecstatic-objective theory,
which brings back the genesis and development of culture
to experiences of ecstatic-religious origin and to collective
institutions capable of making reality accessible and representative.
Among his publications: The Nietzsche case (in collaboration with
René Girard, 2002); the monograph on Leonardo The beauty and
nothingness (2005); Mediation, magic, desire in Leonardo and the
Renaissance (2012); The tragic knowledge in Euripides and Sophocles
(2013); Radical historicity. Philosophy and death of God (2013).

STRANGERS IN MILAN
Reflections on Bramante and Leonardo

at the court of Ludovico Il Moro

Simone Ferrari,
Alberto Cottino

THE ARTISTIC RESULTS AND THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO
ARTSIST WORKING TOGETHER
IN MILAN FOR LUDOVICO IL MORO

market

. art lovers
. Leonardo da Vinci and Bramante assayers
. anyone interested in Milan’s history
and art heritage
. people interested in Renaissance and its art

key selling points

. Architecture, painting and sculputure
investigations
. Investigation on Albrecht Dürer’s works
and presence in Milan
. one of the most fascinating periods
of Milanese cultural history inturn
of the 16th century
. perfect gift book

size

book

The court of Ludovico il Moro, in the almost two decades sealed
by the presence of Bramante and Leonardo, offers a dynamic
and multicoloured picture, characterized by cultural ferment
in every direction: from arts to music, from literature to the
organization of parties. A complex and conflictual context, far
from being univocal, marked by phenomena of great avant-garde
and novelty, and by moments of absolute conservative character.
The common thread is of course the relationship between the
two great "foreigners", protagonists of an unrepeatable season
in the last two decades of the fifteenth century in Milan, which
can rightly be defined as the birth of the "modern way". The
essays by Simone Ferrari and Alberto Cottino on Leonardo and
Bramante's activity and stay in Milan and Lombardy are part of
the impressive critical debate on this complex subject, which has
been addressed by studies since the beginning of the twentieth
century. The reflections now proposed by the two authors,
however, are not only a simple synthesis and in-depth analysis
of the copious literature, but also present new and fascinating
critical hypotheses.
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author-illustrator information

Simone Ferrari teaches History of Modern Art at the University
of Parma. He has collaborated in exhibitions on Leonardo, Dürer
and Titian and published essays on Jacopo de' Barbari (2006) and
art criticism.
Alberto Cottino teaches Methodology of Art History at the
University of Ravenna. He has curated several exhibitions on Still
Life, Woman in painting and published essays and monographs
on Baroque.

GIULIO PAOLINI
Un viaggio a distanza

Rachele Ferrario
IN THE STUDIO (OR ROOM?)
THE ARTIST,GIULIO PAOLINI, WAITS
FOR THE WORK TO ARRIVE, LIGHT,
SILENT, DETERMINED

market

. Contemporary art lovers
. Giulio Paolini’s artworks lovers

key selling points

. Giulio Paolini is one of the most famous
contemporary Italian artists
. the book comes from an intimate and in-depth
interview with the artist

book

The room is a metaphor for the work, but also
for its author and its means of expression. It is
suspended between the real and virtual world,
between the architecture of a building and the
ethereal dimension of thought. It is in his own
room that the artist waits for the image or
the idea. Giulio Paolini has dedicated much of
his research to this theme, he used as a symbol
the tools of the ancient craft of painting, from
his first work, Geometric Drawing, from which
all the works start, to Synopsis, which means

synthesis, the photograph of the studio returned to the viewer
in its essentiality. In Paolini the experience of representation
is fulfilled: author and spectator meet. From the atelier to the
work, from the museum to the collection, to the reading rooms:
it is a journey between memory of the past and perception of the
present. As in the work Museo, the artist's room for excellence,
in which every image taken by Paolini can be traced back to an
artist, from Beato Angelico to Giorgio De Chirico, and to the
place where he lived, painted and captured inspiration. Because
the work is not announced and comes unexpectedly.

author-illustrator information
size

15 x 22 cm

extent
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Full-color and b/w images
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Rachele Ferrario, historian and contemporary art critic, teaches
phenomenology of the arts at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts. She
writes for the "Corriere della Sera". She curates exhibitions and
she’s directed “Camera con vista” at Palazzo Reale in Milan. She’s
published The writer who painted the atom. Life of René Paresce from
Palermo to Paris (Sellerio, 2005), Scanavino and Crispolti. Carteggio
1957-1970 and other writings (Silvana editoriale, 2006), David
Tremlett. The Thinking in Space (Nomos Edizioni, 2011) Regina di
quadri. Life and passions of Palma Bucarelli (Mondadori, 2011), Le
signore dell'arte. Quattro artiste italiane che hanno cambiato il nostro
modo di raffigurare il mondo (Mondadori, 2012), Margherita Sarfatti.
La regina dell'arte nell'Italia fascista (Mondadori, 2015), Les italiens.
Sette artisti alla conquista di Parigi (Utet, 2017).

DAVID TREMLETT
The thinking in space

Rachele Ferrario
“HOW DO YOU EXPERIENCE
A PLACE WHEN YOU WALK INTO IT?
YOU BREATHE IT”
D.T

market

. Contemporary art lovers
. David Tremlett’s artworks lovers

key selling points

. David Tremlett is one of the most famous
contemporary artists
. David Tremlett’s artworks are realized and
known all over the world
. the book comes from an intimate and in-depth
interview with the artist

book

"L'homme est là / léger comme le vent / libre et
fou / solide comme un roc / à la derivave comme
un satellite", wrote David Tremlett in 1985 on
the wall of the Centre Pompidou in Paris. After
some time this phrase is the symbol of his poetics.
Tremlett is a contemporary nomad. He is a
traveller, he loves the unexpected and chance. His
artist's room is travel, his studio is the world. The

book traces his journey from his first conceptual experiments, in
a studio-garage on the outskirts of London, to the recordings of
the sounds of nature in the English countryside, from the journey
on foot to Australia to the wall-drawings painted on the walls
in remote areas of Tanzania and the Texas desert, to those in
country chapels such as Our Lady of Grace in the hills of the
Langhe and Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs in Moric, France, which can
only be reached on foot. His work can last a day or forever: Tate
Britain has commissioned him a great work for his permanent
collection, Drawing for free Thinking.
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Rachele Ferrario, historian and contemporary art critic, teaches
phenomenology of the arts at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts. She
writes for the "Corriere della Sera". She curates exhibitions and
she’s directed “Camera con vista” at Palazzo Reale in Milan. She’s
published The writer who painted the atom. Life of René Paresce from
Palermo to Paris (Sellerio, 2005), Scanavino and Crispolti. Carteggio
1957-1970 and other writings (Silvana editoriale, 2006), David
Tremlett. The Thinking in Space (Nomos Edizioni, 2011) Regina di
quadri. Life and passions of Palma Bucarelli (Mondadori, 2011), Le
signore dell'arte. Quattro artiste italiane che hanno cambiato il nostro
modo di raffigurare il mondo (Mondadori, 2012), Margherita Sarfatti.
La regina dell'arte nell'Italia fascista (Mondadori, 2015), Les italiens.
Sette artisti alla conquista di Parigi (Utet, 2017).

STRIPSODY
Vocal interpretation by
Cathy Berberian,
artworks by Eugenio Carmi
foreword by Umberto Eco
AN ICONIC ARTISTIC MEETING BETWEEN
SOUNDS, WORDS AND ILLUSTRATION

market

. art lovers
. music lovers
. people interested in artistic
experimentation

key selling points

. a perfect gift book
. very special and classy edition
. unconventional art book resulting
by the virtuous union of three
great personalities

size

20 x 29 cm

extent
format

64 pages
paperback + cd

illustrations

Full-color artworks
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book

Re-edition of the famous volume published in 1966 on the
occasion of the happy artistic meeting between Cathy Berberian,
Eugenio Carmi and Umberto Eco. It is a book that illustrates page
after page, by Eugenio Carmi's artworks, the sound path vocalized
by Cathy Berberian, using only the onomatopoeia coded by the
language of comics. Cathy Berberian's unmistakable voice sings
Stripsody - with no need for music anymore - merging with Carmi's
illustrations, one of the main exponents of Italian abstractionism,
in a flow of multi-sensorial evocations. As Umberto Eco says in
his former introduction: "so, while Cathy began to "sing" these
sounds, Carmi proceeded to "write" the score. The two sides of
the work were born together, and Cathy's voice gave more than
a graphic suggestion while Carmi's layout provided more than
a vocal solution". This new edition is enriched with a new text
by Umberto Eco, an extensive photographic kit depicting Cathy
Berberian in many of Stripsody's performances, and a CD with the
original of the song interpreted by the singer. An edition of great
charm, which allows this experiment - still incredibly current - to
be enjoyed by the general public.

author-illustrator information

Eugenio Carmi (Genoa, 1920 - Lugano, 2016) has been one of the main exponents of Italian abstractionism since the early
1950s, first with an informal language and then, at the end of the 1960s, with the rigour of geometric forms - but always
asymmetrical and "rebellious" - that he progressively developed over the following decades. His first solo exhibition, curated
by Gillo Dorfles, was hold at Galleria Numero in Florence. He has worked as art director of Italsider from 1958 to 1965.
During the Seventies he has held visual art seminars at the Rhode Island Institute of Design in Providence (US) and he has
teached at the Academy of Macerata and the Academy of Ravenna. He has illustrated three tales by Umberto Eco (La bomba
e il generale, I tre cosmonauti, Gli gnomi di Gnù). He has held numerous personal exhibitions in Italy and abroad. His important
works are part of the collections of the Chamber of Deputies in Rome, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Rome, the Rome
Quadrennial and various museums in Italy, Germany, Great Britain, Poland, United States.

IN THE SACRED MOUNTS THE SUBLIME
FEATURES OF THE LANDSCAPE ARE
DEFTLY INTERWOVEN WITH THOSE
OF ART AND RELIGION

Lelli e Masotti

Silvia Lelli,
Roberto Masotti
edited by Angela Madesani

La Vertigine del Teatro

THEATER VERTIGO

Lelli e Masotti

La Vertigine del Teatro

Testi di Angela Madesani

market

With English text

€ 49

. art lovers
. photography passionates
. theater and opera lovers
cop_03 corr.indd 1

key selling points

. for more than 30 years Silvia Lelli and Roberto
Maostti have been taking pictures of theatres
all over the world
. authors have interpreted spaces and forms,
atmospheres and presences and brought to
light views and details that are normally
concealed from members of the audience
. perfect gift book

book

The book collects a series of original shots by
Silvia Lelli and Roberto Masotti who, during
their thirty-year career, have photographed
all the main Opera Houses in Italy. Official
photographers at La Scala from ‘79 to ‘96, Lelli
and Masotti had the privilege of immortalizing
the major historical Italian theatres, in all the

size

24 x 28 cm

extent

176 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color photographs
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most unusual and privileged conditions, as well as at the height
of their concert and operatic activity. Views of deserted rooms,
suggestive architectural and furnishing details, shots that capture
the open scenes from behind the scenes and portraits of the
audience in the middle of the most spectacular passages alternate
in the rich production of the most famous couple of Italian show
business photographers.
author-illustrator information

Angela Madesani Art historian and independent curator. She
has curated numerous exhibitions at Italian and foreign public and
private institutions. She collaborates with Artribune magazine,
as responsible for the photographic section. She is the author of
numerous volumes on prestigious authors. She teaches at the Brera
Academy of Fine Arts and at the European Institute of Design in
Milan.
Silvia Lelli and Roberto Masotti Internationally recognized
photographers of theatre and the arts, Silvia Lelli and Roberto
Masotti joined forces to form Lelli e Masotti when they began
collaborating with Teatro alla Scala in 1979. Both born in Ravenna,
they completed their studies in Florence and moved to Milan in
1974. Since then, in their work they have explored the performing
arts and in particular music, producing photographs presented in
exhibitions, installations and publications. Their subjects include
such renowned artists as Keith Jarrett, Miles Davis, Demetrio
Stratos, Frank Zappa, Jan Garbarek, Franco Battiato, Arvo
Pärt, John Cage, Pina Bausch, Tadeusz Kantor, Pier’Alli, Merce
Cunningham, Claudio Abbado, Leonard Bernstein, Riccardo
Muti, Giuseppe Sinopoli, Sylvano Bussotti, Maurizio Pollini,
Kim Kashkashian, Placido Domingo, Carla Fracci, Karlheinz
Stockhausen and Luciana Savignano, to name just a few.
(www.lelliemasotti.com)

THE MISTERY
AND THE PLACE
Landscape and spirituality

in the nine “Sacri Monti”
UNESCO’s Heritage

Claudio Argentiero,
Umberto Armiraglio
with a text by Santino Langè
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IN THE SACRED MOUNTS THE SUBLIME
FEATURES OF THE LANDSCAPE ARE
DEFTLY INTERWOVEN WITH THOSE
OF ART AND RELIGION

market

. art and photography art lovers
. landscape photography lovers
. Italy lovers

key selling points

. stunning and emotional photographs
. the sacred mounts are part of Unesco
World Heritage
. special three inks b/w printing

book

Belmonte, Crea, Domodossola, Ghiffa, Oropa,
Orta and Varallo, Ossuccio and Varese. The
volume represents an unpublished photographic
journey through the nine architectural complexes.
An elegant and precious volume that retraces the
beauty and sacredness of places of worship, in a

size

24 x 28 cm

extent
format

208 pages
paperback with flaps

illustrations

b/w photographs throughout
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new and engaging interpretation. The collection of original shots
by Claudio Argentiero and Umberto Armiraglio is complemented
by the precious contribution of Santino Langé, a great expert on
the art of these places visited every year by thousands of pilgrims
from all over Europe.

author-illustrator information

Umberto Armiraglio Born in 1970; after studying photography
and working as an assistant in Milan, he became the owner of a
photographic studio operating in the fields of fashion, fine art
photography, still-life, corporate photography and communication.
After having passed the selection of 600 candidates, he joined J.
Walter Thompson's Creative Academy project as art director,
choosing to return to his original passion. In addition to the
commercial application of the photographic medium, for years he
has dedicated a lot of energy to the realization of solo and group
exhibitions, both in Italy and abroad: Miami, Arles, Shanghai...
Claudio Argentiero He's been in photography since 30 years. He
has always been interested in documenting the territory and the
changes that have occurred over time, linked to the decay of the
manufacturing industry and the transformation of the landscape.
Since 1988 he has curated and organized important exhibitions and
photographic events, actively collaborating with state and private
bodies in Italy and abroad. He designs archives with the aim of
collecting photographs of the past and present, to be protected for
a collective memory. He is the creator and curator of the European
Photographic Festival, and of annual reviews aimed at promoting
emerging photographers, the discovery of hidden archives and
educational activities for schools.
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